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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

ROOMY FIELDLINE® ULTIMATE FIELD HAUL DUFFLE™ PERMITS HEAVY PACKING FOR
THOSE WHO GO AND STAY GONE

Reliable And Sturdy Storage Made For The Outdoorsman On-The-Go

Heading out on a hunt?  Going camping?  Finally get to wet your line?  Fieldline has these outdoor activities in
mind and more with the introduction of their newest and most spacious bag yet – the Ultimate Field Haul Duffle.
Designed for the long haul, this duffle bag allows quick and easy access to all of your bring-alongs, so you donʼt
get caught without whatʼs most important – your gear!

Whether youʼre out on the mountain just to get away, or traveling to pursue your favorite big game, the Fieldline
Ultimate Field Haul Duffle will get you where you want to be, with all the necessities.  This duffle is chalked full of
storage space – it sports a front stash pocket with Velcro™ flap closure, so you have quick and easy access to
small gadgets and accessories when youʼre on the move up the trail or even through the airport terminal.  The
large zippered side pocket with mesh window works great for keeping your necessities close at hand.  And, an
enclosed zippered side pocket provides a secure space to place those valuable belongings that you canʼt leave
home without.

Long-lasting quality and comfort are at the forefront of Fieldlineʼs priority list – and it shows with their commitment to
superior ergonomic design.  By including an adjustable shoulder strap to ensure an easy carry by outdoorsmen of all
sizes, complimented by sturdy poly webbing handle straps for the quick grab-and-go, Fieldline has designed their
latest duffle with lengthy travels in mind.  A side pull-handle provides a fast grab when unloading the duffle to and
from the vehicle.  To allow for quick zipper access, Fieldline has included a corded zipper-pull and utilizes sturdy SBS
hardware, which means no faulty zip-ups or fraying at the stitches – because Fieldline is synonymous with long lasting
performance!

The folks at Fieldline also know that itʼs always good to have options, and thatʼs why Fieldlineʼs Ultimate Field Haul
Duffle comes in three convenient sizes.  The Medium sized duffle measures 12” x 24” – the Large measures
15” x 30” – and the Extra Large is a whopping 18” x 36” to provide room and board for all of your outdoor
necessities from binoculars and hiking boots, to warm layers and survival gear.

Available in Mossy Oak® Infinity and Realtree® All-Purpose, the Fieldline Ultimate Field Haul Duffle will help you stay
discreet when hauling in and out, no matter the environment or season.

To learn more about the Fieldline Ultimate Field Haul Duffle or any of the companyʼs extensive line-up of specialized
backpacks, hydration products, waist packs, duffels and accessories for hunting enthusiasts, contact Fieldline at
1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90032 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353 • www.fieldline.com.
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